Earth Science and Policy, B.S.

Begin Campus: Any Penn State Campus

End Campus: University Park

Career Paths
An Earth Science and Policy degree can prepare you to work within a diverse set of industries or for further graduate study in many Earth science or policy-related fields.

Careers
Earth Science and Policy graduates may find careers in local, state, or federal government; investigating the impact of new scientific findings on industry practices; conducting science advocacy for a variety of institutions; consulting on land and water use policies; investigating the application of environmental law; or educating the public on the science behind issues involving the Earth, the environment, and sustainability.

MORE INFORMATION ABOUT POTENTIAL CAREER OPTIONS FOR GRADUATES OF THE EARTH SCIENCE AND POLICY PROGRAM (https://www.geosc.psu.edu/undergraduate/why-geosciences/career-outlook/)

Opportunities for Graduate Studies
The Earth Science and Policy program can prepare graduates for many fields of graduate school, such as environmental science, the Earth sciences, or policy. Some may be inclined to pursue Master of Business Administration, Master of Education, or Environmental Law degrees.

MORE INFORMATION ABOUT OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDIES (https://www.geosc.psu.edu/graduate/)

Professional Resources
- Geosciences Club (https://www.facebook.com/groups/46384419817/)
- Association for Women Geoscientists (https://sites.psu.edu/awgppennstate/)